nity service of Ben Pruitt and his civil leadership in blazing a path to get it done — Kudos everyone!

in completing Mr. Pruitt's Eagle Scout Project — and his crew of volunteers created a two-foot wide area for natural rocks to be laid as an erosion barrier — started the arduous process of spreading out three large dump truck loads of sand provided by Beach Maintenance. Pruitt first coordinated with FOCL to re-plant the correct native plants in the flood damaged area. The Scouts then worked to create this two-foot wide area for in four years ago, but also to help prevent further erosion with placement of natural rock barriers along the affected area.

At the Colorado Lagoon along Appian Way there is a parking lot that can flood during heavy rains, and this flooding is habitat and requires significant application of resources to replant and sometimes replace fencing. In May 2022 Ear...